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Whether the job is onshore or offshore, Eryk’s  
technical teams will assist you in carrying out 
your electrical and mechanical installation or 
maintenance project, anywhere in the world. 

With Eryk you can easily adapt your capacity 
to market and customer requirements, carry 
out projects that have until now exceeded 
your capabilities, and optimize the use of your 
resources. 

To ensure long-term, successful cooperation, we 
always keep focus on quality, safety and legal 
compliance at each of our projects.

Eryk’s (back then BIC Electric) technicians were 
working on Bladt Industries’ plant in England, 
where the TPs for the wind turbines in Hornsea 
Project One were built. Bladt was the responsible 
contractor and chose to collaborate closely with 
Eryk on this huge project. 
 
Lars Kristensen 
Bladt Industries Division Manager, 
Wind & Renewable Energy. 
Has worked with Eryk (BIC Electric) on electrical 
installations inside transition pieces (TP’s) for the 
largest UK offshore wind farm.
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We provide English-speaking teams with the 
right skills and experience and we handle:
• GWO, HUET, BOSIET and other trainings,
• certificates,
• qualifications,
• travel and accommodation.

Our standards: 
• HSEQ certified according to: ISO 9001:2015,

ISO 14001:2015, ISO 45001:2018, KLS and ISO
26000:2010 (CSR),

• electrical authorization in Denmark, Norway,
Sweden and Denmark.

I would just like to thank you from Ørsted for 
all your hard work throughout your time on 
the Hornsea One project. Your professionalism, 
ability to identify issues, logical solutions, 
willingness to assist other electrical contractors 
when they were struggling and many other acts 
have really been appreciated by not only myself 
onsite, but also the management from both 
Foundations and WTG departments. Good luck 
on your next project. 

Steve Haswell
External Consultant, Fabrication
Wind Power, Ørsted 
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CONTACT
US

Cezary Miller 
COO 
+48 510 808 156
CM@eryk.com

Adam Piotrowski 
Group Sales Manager 
+48 690 527 578
AP@eryk.com

Maj Winther Møller 
CSO 
+45 50 43 61 98
MWM@eryk.com

OUR OFFICES: Denmark, Poland, Norway

PROJECT LOCATIONS

Eryk 
New name since 2020

Looking for BIC Electric? 
You are at the right place! 
The name is new, but we are still the same.

www.eryk.com
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